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SUMMARY 
To illustrate the inadequacy of model simplification in 
complex movements, this study simulates standing long 
jumping with two model settings. Setting 1 uses a multi-
segment planar model for both ground contact and airborne 
phases, while a particle model for the airborne phase is 
employed in model setting 2.  Model movement is driven by 
torque generators at the ankle, knee, hip, and shoulder. 
Although the takeoff postures and ground contact durations in 
the two model settings are similar, takeoff velocities are 
considerably different. This demonstrates that representing the 
whole body with a particle after jump takeoff implies 
disregarding the flight and landing configuration, which may 
generate somewhat unrealistic takeoff motion.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
Human movements can be studied by mathematical modeling 
and computer simulations. In this kind of approach simplified 
models are usually employed to represent the more complex 
realistic system. For example, in jumping simulations from a 
static standing posture to jump takeoff, the human body is 
usually modeled using a multi-segment rigid body system. 
During the airborne phase, however, a particle model 
representing the center of mass (COM) of the body is 
frequently used [1,2]. Since movement after takeoff does not 
affect jump height achieved, such a simplified airborne model 
may be appropriate when height is the only concern. However, 
its adequacy is questionable if landing also needs to be 
considered. This idea can be illustrated with standing long 
jumping in which the landing configuration is crucial for 
gaining distance while maintaining balance. The overly 
simplified particle model employed immediately after jump 
takeoff simply is insufficient for reproducing the whole 
realistic jumping motion. Similar modeling problems have 
been discussed in ski jumping. Since performance is very 
much influenced by all phases, optimization must therefore 
include all parts of a jump [3]. The purpose of this current 
study is to investigate the necessity of using realistic models in 
all phases of movements by comparing optimally simulated 
standing long jumping with two model settings. The first one 
uses a multi-segment human model for both ground contact 
and airborne phases. The second setting employs an identical 
multi-segment model for the first phase but a particle model 
for the second phase.  
 
METHODS 
A planar human model with five rigid segments (feet, shanks, 
thighs, head-trunk, and arms) connected by frictionless 

revolute joints is used (Fig. 1). The dynamics software 
Autolev is employed to obtain the equations of motion. 
Movement of the model is driven by torque generators at the 
ankle, knee, hip, and shoulder joints. Joint torque T is the 
product of Tmax(θ) (maximum isometric torque which depends 
on joint angle θ), angular velocity dependence h(ω), and 
activation level A(t) which varies with time. That is, T = 
Tmax(θ)h(ω)A(t). The input variables which actuate model 
movement are nodal values at equally spaced time instants 
throughout ground contact. Values of A(t) at other times are 
calculated by cubic spline interpolation with the known nodal 
values. With an assumed initial posture the initial nodes can be 
calculated for holding the static posture.  
In the first setting (S1) the multi-segment model is used in 
both phases. To ensure a valid landing posture without falling 
backward, at landing the COM velocity vector is assumed to 
be ahead of the position vector pointing from COM to heels. 
The objective in this model setting is to maximize horizontal 
landing distance of the heels by optimizing activation nodal 
values in both phases. In the second setting (S2) a particle 
model is used for the airborne phase. Hence after takeoff a 
projectile motion is assumed. With the landing height and 
distance (measured from COM to heel contact point at landing 
in the vertical and horizontal direction, respectively) [4] 
obtained in the first setting, jumping distance is assumed to be 
the horizontal position of the COM plus landing distance when 
the COM drops to the landing height. Since the nature of a 
projectile motion and the landing height/distance are 
predetermined, maximizing jump distance in the second 
setting is by optimizing activation nodal values only during 
ground contact. Because muscular activation cannot change 
instantaneously, dA/dt is constrained. 

 
Figure 1:  The planar human model with five segments. 
 



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Optimally simulated standing long jumping using the multi-
segment model for both phases results in a jump distance of 
2.261m (Fig. 2). Although in the second model setting the 
airborne phase is simulated with particle motion, movement in 
the ground contact phase is similar to that in the first setting 
with an estimated jump distance of 2.273m. Key kinematic 
variables at takeoff are compared (Table 1).  
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Although the ground contact durations of the jumps simulated 
with S1 and S2 are close, with relatively similar takeoff 
postures and jump distances, COM velocities are considerable 
different at takeoff. In S1 the strategy is to produce large 
horizontal velocity, while in S2 the strategy is to have high 
vertical velocity at takeoff.  
 
 
Table 1  Takeoff kinematic variables of jumps simulated by 
model setting 1 (S1) and model setting 2 (S2)  

S1    S2  
COM distance at takeoff   0.635m  0.624m 
COM height at takeoff   0.803m  0.845m 
COM takeoff horizontal velocity  2.981m/s             2.820m/s 
COM takeoff vertical velocity   1.198m/s             1.395m/s  

Takeoff velocity angle  21.9∘   26.3∘ 
Total contact duration   0.802s  0.807s 
 
The validity of this model has been demonstrated previously 
[1]. Smaller takeoff angles in the current study are probably 
due to lower (and more realistic) landing posture compared to 
a higher one [1]. Another research calculated theoretically 
optimal takeoff angles [4] similar to those in this study, which 
also justifies the current results. Differences in takeoff 
velocities between S1 and S2 undoubtedly result from the 
simplified airborne model in S2. This simplification totally 
disregards any kind of maneuver that can be performed with 
the realistic multi-segment body, resulting in a distinct 
strategy in generating takeoff velocities for maximizing 
jumping distance. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
Although the takeoff postures and ground contact durations in 
the two model settings are similar, careful comparison still 
shows clear difference between them. Representing the whole 
body with a particle after jump takeoff implies disregarding 
the flight and landing configuration, which may generate 
somewhat unrealistic takeoff motion. Thus, this study reveals 
the inadequacy of model over-simplification in complex 
movement simulations. 
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